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Objectives
 The goal of postoperative pain control is 

to alleviate the patients’ pain while 
minimizing their exposure to the risk of 
narcotics

 The purpose of this study was to:
1. Examine risk factors associated with 

requiring additional opioids.
2. Determine the number of pills 

necessary for adequate pain control 
without increasing patients’ risk for 
dependency.

 We hypothesized that patients with a 
higher number of comorbidities would be 
at an increased risk for requiring more 
pain medication.

Methods

Results

 We queried the Truven Marketscan™
database from 2010 through 2016 for all 
CMC arthroplasty patients. 

 Prescription opioid data was collected using 
National Drug Codes (NDC).

 Only included patients who were “opioid 
naïve”, having not filled an opioid 
prescription in the 6 months prior to their 
injury.

 Patients were grouped into two separate 
cohorts:

1. Patients who did not fill any opioid 
prescription after 7 days post surgery.

2. Patients who filled an opioid prescription 
after 7 days through 6 months 
postoperatively.

Conclusions

 Patients who required an additional opioid refill were 
originally prescribed an average of 20 more pills than 
those who did not require a refill.

 Patients undergoing surgery from 2014-2016 were 
prescribed more opioids than those who had surgery 
between 2010-2013. 

 Significant risk factors associated with additional 
opioid requirement were: older age, female gender, 
smoking, hypertension, diabetes, depression, and 
steroid injection in the 6 months prior to surgery. 

 Despite strong attention towards the opioid epidemic 
there has been an increase in the amount of opioids 
prescribed after CMC arthroplasty in recent years.

 Overprescribing after CMC arthroplasty may lead to 
dependence and an increased necessity for a second 
prescription. 

 From our findings, patients should not be prescribed 
more than 28 opioid tablets following their CMC 
arthroplasty, and even less if possible, with increased 
attention to those patients with significant risk factors
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